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Abstract 
 

 

Trade between large and small enterprises is becoming more and more 

frictionless. However, buyers and suppliers are still exposed to different business 

risks and significant costs due to lack of trust. TACTICA WorldTRX (pronaunce 

as “World Tracks”) is building an ecosystem to put trust back into business 

processes. Working together with blockchain technologists in WorldTRX, 

TACTICA with 13 years of enterprise eProcurement experience will address the 

following challenges - discrepancies between trade documents , delays in 

payments, hard to find “good” suppliers and expensive eProcurement 

implementation. 

 

TACTICA is not a new business, we have many years of proven track records 

working with many well know brands such as Cadbury, GE, GAP, Google, 

Caterpillar, etc. With existing 300,000 larger and medium enterpises, WorldTRX 

is is a very good position apply blockchain and token in our ecosystem. 

 

The paper highlights the development of WorldTRX decentralized application, the 

WTX Utility Token which incentivizes streamlining of bidding and procurement 

processes, and details the upcoming WTX Token Crowd Sale Event (token sale).  

 

 

Official Token Purchase https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx 

 

Visit our website for more information  

 

 
 

  

Https://www.worldtrx.net
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1. WHY WE BUILD TACTICA 

WORLDTRX? 
 

 

This document was created with the goal of explaining TACTICA WorldTRX 

Ecosystem concept. WorldTRX (pronaunce as “World Tracks”) is developed 

based on thirteen years of experience in enterprise procurement from TACTICA, 

combining the latest blockchain technology for building solutions to enable 

information transparency, operational effectiveness, cost saving in supply chains. 

It includes our vast practical experience gained during our work on live business 

cases with new technological possibilities created by the blockchain community. 

Despite quick advancement in development of blockchain, we see gaps between 

the advantages blockchain can bring and the actual implementations in supply 

chains solutions.  

 

The positive momentum created by the blockchain communities functions as a 

catalyst to implement the technology for one of the biggest challenges faced by 

the global economy - opaque, inefficient and untrusted supply chains. Employing 

the capacity of fast growing blockchain networks, WorldTRX will bring 

decentralization, interoperability, data and information integrity and trust to global 

supply chains.  

 

The WorldTRX ecosystem was established by industry veterans to address 

global supply chain inefficiencies, resulting in a full-service, global, automated, 

supply chain platform for the global trade industry, utilizing blockchain technology. 

We recognize blockchain as a technology to be leveraged across supply chains 

to see breakthroughs in automation, optimization, security, visibility and 

forecasting. 

 

 

If you have further enquiries, please contact us at info@worldtrx.net 

  

mailto:feedback@worldtrix.net
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DIGITIZED SUPPLY CHAIN 

 

ALREADY DELIVERS SAVINGS 

 

THAT IMPROVE BOTTOM LINE 
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2. B2B PROCUREMENT  

CHALLENGES 
 

 

Various parties, stakeholders and procedures are involved in the B2B 

procurement. Below are some of the major challenges they are faced with:  

 

 

 
 

 

 

2.1 DISCREPANCY BETWEEN PURCHASE ORDER AND INVOICE 
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Suppliers and buyers hold individual book records. Time is consumed in checking 

records and balancing book discrepancies between both parties. Arguments and 

disputes inevitably arise and jeopardize the business relationship and company 

goodwill.  

 

Various service providers, like Sterling Commerce, have found that the average 

cost of a paper invoice can range anywhere between $12 to $30. On average 3% 

of documents are lost and almost 5% are misfiled. The cost to reproduce a lost 

document averages $120 according to industry data. 

 

 

2.2 HARD TO TRACK GOODS IN TRANSIT OR WIP 

 

Raw materials, semi-ready products and products are sourced from different 

countries, and are transported to different points before reaching the warehouse. 

Tracking goods can be extremely challenging. Risks involved in having the items 

delivered as per agreement. Up-to-date information on the goods are hardly 

available to the buyers. 

 

 

 
 Source: Global Manufacturing Outlook, Forbes 2016 

 

 

 

2.3 SUPPLIER DISCOVERY IS COSTLY 

 

http://www.industryweek.com/blog/cost-paper-based-invoicing
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B2B Procurement aims to source low-cost raw material in high quantity. The 

process of finding reliable suppliers who provide this is very costly and due 

diligence is often time-consuming.  Buyers who currently skip due diligence are 

subjected to risks such as unreliable suppliers contraction and late delivery of 

raw material. Serious consequences follow especially when mistakes are made 

in large transactions. 

 

Creating high performance, collaborative alliances between buyers and suppliers 

will ensure rebuilding a strong and sustainable supply chain. However, the 

process is costly and labor intensive. 

 

 

2.4 LACK OF EFFICIENT CROSS-BORDER PAYMENT MECHANISM 

 

Suppliers and buyers in the TACTICA community disperse all over the world, 

cross-border payments are often frequent and the only available intermediaries 

are the banks or money-transfer service like Transferwise. Not only is exchanging 

currencies costly and time-consuming, but the fee paid to these intermediaries 

are also not controllable. This is exceptionally out of proportion for companies 

who pay frequent, but small value transactions. 

 

 

2.5 CURRENT E-PROCUREMENT SYSTEMS ARE EXPENSIVE 

 

Current e-procurement systems are costly; hence, the benefits from sourcing in 

these e-procurement systems are significantly reduced by the cost involved.  
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2.6 LACK OF TRUST 

 

Buyers have difficulty knowing the background and situations of suppliers located 

in other regions. Lack of trust in product quality and timeliness of production is 

unavoidable, involving uncertainty and higher risks.    
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THESE CHALLENGES 
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3. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

WE IDENTIFIED 
 

 

 
 

 

 

3.1 WTX REDUCES PO - INVOICE DISPUTES 

 

Consistent data-sharing between buyers and suppliers has hardly made any 

progress over the years, each party holds a different record of purchase orders, 

invoices and payments receipts can all lead to disputes, slowing down the 

transaction time and the time when suppliers get paid.  
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WorldTRX Hyperledger blockchain technology integrates data in silos into a 

single digital ledger, which is stored in the blockchain. At its core, blockchain 

technology protects data from being altered given its immutable nature. Instead 

of multiple ledgers, a decentralized digital ledger will not be owned by a specific 

party, but rather shared within and controlled by all participants involved. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

3.2 TRACK AND TRACE GOODS IN REAL TIME 

 

Fragmented views on where supplies and raw materials are common due to the 

operational silos in supply chain. The computing system -- Blockchain can greatly 

leapfrog this issue and increase traceability. By creating an encrypted record of a 

transaction and sending it to all nodes in the network, buyers can instantly trace 

and track where their goods are in real time, such end-to-end visibility enables 

asset reliability and so, better decision-making. We use the blockchain to connect 

participants through a transparent, permanent and shared record of origin details, 

processing data, shipping details and more. 
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“The best way to reduce risk of supply failure is by 

achieving greater visibility, and managing it cross-

functionally deeper into end-to-end supply chain. The 

fact that so few manufacturers can claim complete 

visibility suggests that much more will need to be 

done.” 

 

Erich Gampenrieder 

Global Head of Operation Advisory, KPMG 

  
 

 

3.3 SUPPLIER DISCOVERY WITH AUTOMATCHING 

 

The high cost for due diligence may prompt buyers to skip the processes 

altogether, yet, only adding risk to the deal. Having accumulated 13 years of data 

on Tactica--transactional, suppliers’ profiles and market intelligence, the system 

is fed with valuable data. Based on the data, Artificial Intelligence generates 

useful patterns through calculations. Reputable and reliable suppliers are 

identified and recommended to the Tactica buyer community. This enables 

buyers to find the right suppliers at lowest cost possible and minimize the effort 

for suppliers to be found. 

 

 

3.4 WTX COIN ADOPTION FOR EVEN SMALL VALUE TRANSACTION 

 

By using cryptocurrency WTX, unnecessary currencies exchange is eliminated. 

Hence, loss of value is avoided when transactions are done cross-borderly using 

WTX. Fees are also charged in proportion to the transaction value on invoice, 

maintaining payment of large/small value at lowest price possible.  
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3.5 LOW ENTRY BARRIER FOR SMEs 

 

Since most products and services are procured using electronic data interchange 

and the Internet, the application of e-procurement is inevitable in both 

manufacturing and services. However, there are still a few perceived barriers 

regarding the implementation of e-procurement. One of the major barrier is cost 

associated with e-procurement system implementation and ongoing operating 

costs. this is especially true for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

which can’t pay costs associated with international trade on a per use basis and 

which don’t have easy access to global partners. TACTICA already offering very 

price competitive e-Sourcing and e-Procurement systems that matching SME 

expectations. 

 

 

3.6 SMART CONTRACT 

 

A smart contract is made to be accessible by all permitted parties yet not 

alterable by anyone. It is converted to computer codes, stored and replicated on 

the system. Moreover, it is decentralized in a way that it is supervised by 

networks of computer that run the blockchain. Security is greatly enhanced. 

Information in this smart contract can be monetary and or documental, including 

transferring money and receiving products. Most importantly, not only does it 

define the rules and penalties around an agreement, but it also automatically 

enforces these obligations, i.e., getting paid upon products arrival. In turn, it 

eliminates any discrepancies that occur with independent processing and avoids 

settlement delays. 

 

Matching payments to users or invoices has always been a problem, long before 

cryptocurrency. Rather than writing heuristics to deal with this as best as possible 

and then manually cleaning up anything that goes wrong, smart contracts allow 

us to accept payments in an ultimately simpler and more reliable way by using 

patterns such as the invoice pattern. 
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4. HOW WORLDTRX WORKS? 
 

 

TACTICA WorldTRX (pronaunce as “World Tracks”) is not creating or developing 

the solutions from scratch. We have significant number of enterprise buyers and 

wide variety of suppliers from different part of the world on existing platforms. We 

have developed well proven e-Sourcing and e-Procurement platforms that 

process billion of dollars transaction online currently. With WorldTRX, we are 

introducing Hyperledger and Smart Contract to establish a global trusted e-

Commerce ecosystem. Below is a diagram illustrating how we move from source 

to pay with blockchain technology incorporated.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

4.1 SPEND ANALYSIS AND SUPPLY MARKET EVALUATION 

 

Without adequate and real-time spend visibility, launching any strategic sourcing 

initiative is like shooting in the dark. TACTICA WorldTRX works with clients to 

cleanses, validates, classifies and reports spend data from all your source 
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systems. The result is accurate, actionable information, with granular, item-level 

visibility across the enterprise. 

 

 

4.2 SUPPLIER BUYER MATCHING WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

 

On dApp, buyer can place a sourcing request. Artificial Intelligence will match 

buyer with best selected potential suppliers through big data. Then, buyer can 

start an auction, and choose to invite his existing suppliers and or those from the 

suggested options.   

 

 

 
 

 

Hardware and software advances have accelerated every step of analysis, 

including the critical first step of data input and integration. Sourcing 

professionals often spend many hours in the tedious and thankless tasks of data 

cleanup; AI routines will eliminate most of this drudgery to improve team 

efficiency. 

 

 

4.3 SEALED BID & REVERSE AUCTION  

 

After the buyer clicks start the auction, the auction will be automatically 

conducted, suppliers bid, and a most suitable supplier will win the auction.The bid 

will be sealed, only the buyer and the auction winner will know the result. The 

benefits includes: 
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❏ Achieve a 10% - 25% reduction in goods and services costs on average 

❏ Provide high degree of transparency on the sourcing process with complete 

audit trail capability 

❏ Achieve the Best Total Value in making sourcing decisions, not just on 

price 

❏ Reduction in sourcing cycle time by as much as 60% through streamlined, 

structured process 

❏ Collaborate with suppliers and internal stakeholders on sourcing project to 

achieve unbiased decision during suppliers evaluation 

❏ Accumulating and sharing of sourcing knowledge by having a central data 

repository for all sourcing information. Thus, enhancing expertise and 

competency of sourcing professionals in the enterprise 

❏ Multiple ROI in weeks, not months or years 

 

 

4.4 E-PROCUREMENT  

         

While existing e-procurement system is expensive, and especially not cost-

effective for SME, WorldTRX e-procurement system is an alternative as an 

affordable application, allows more midsize and small enterprises to join our 

trusted eCommerce ecosystem. WorldTRX solutions support the marketplace for 

modern business, creating frictionless business document exchanges between 

millions of buyers and suppliers across the entire procure-to-pay process. 
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4.5 GOODS TRACKING 
 

WorldTRX stores information in permissioned blockchain, that allows parties 

views and updates information, including the status of goods delivery. It helps 

buyers and suppliers to track the location of goods.  

 

 

4.6 SMART CONTRACT 

  

The advantage of the Smart Contract which increases supplier and buyer 

assurance via ESCROW payment service.  Based on the predetermined Smart 

Contract, with escrow payment in place, the funds will only become available to 

the supplier following completion of the Smart Contract objectives. Complete trust 

in a seller is achieved since all the objectives in the Smart Contract must be 

completed prior to the automated releasing the funds to the supplier. With Smart 

Contract in place, invoice reconciliation (3-way match) and payment can be 

executed within minutes instead of weeks or even months. 
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4.7 WTX ECOSYSTEM 

 

The TACTICA WorldTRX ecosystem consists of several main components (see 

the figure below): 

 

 
 

 

 

The Participators - WorldTRX ecosystem is a network which link up buyers, 

suppliers and logistic providers and other services providers without heavily rely 

on a middleman. Governance is done by Smart Contracts. Other than core-

services Smart Contracts, participators create their own Smart Contracts 

according to their unique business terms.  

 

The Core Components 

 

1. Contract Manager – A set of proprietary programs to allows participators to 

create and submit their own Smart Contracts for payment handling within their 

dedicated contract terms.  
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2. Asset Tracking Subsystem - provide a user friendly view to participators to 

track and view their token assets. 

3. Business Rule Engine – governance, execute and automate the contract 

terms between all Smart Contracts. 

4. A.I. Matching Engine – provide data reassembly, analytics, search and match 

functions. 

5. Identity Management - interface to handle all identity creation, enquiry, 

amendment and revoke. 

6. Transaction Manager - a subsystem connecting to token blockchain and 

hyperledger to provide transactional operations such as creation, enquiry, etc.  

7. Crypto Manager - an UI to provide participator a multiple view on their token 

asset 

8. Token Stabilizer - a Smart Contract creator and event-handler for value 

stabilizing contract creation and execution. 

9. WTX token on Ethereum blockchain – means of value transfer within the 

ecosystem. 

10. Blockchain HyperLedger  – a permissioned blockchain for secured, distributed 

and immutable store for all documents and information. 

11. WTX APIs - a set of API for external system integrations. 

12. WorldTRX dApps - self-service apps to allow participators to interact with the 

ecosystems. 

 

 

4.8 UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGIES 

 

Smart Contracts – Business Logic and Contract Terms are recorded, executed 

and governed by Smart Contracts, which exists as micro-services created and 

deployed in the blockchain network accordingly. 

 

Multichain – WorldTrx network is formed by multiple blockchain, which records 

different nature of data. e.g. payment ledger and documents are stored into 

different blockchain and WorldTrx connects different blockchains, stores and 

retrieves the information accordingly.  
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Hyperledger – WorldTrx utilizes the latest hyperledger technology, which is built 

fundamentally by Tactica’s business network. The permissioned blockchain 

allows trade secrets to be shared between authorized parties while some other 

information remains available to public. Hyperledger aims to create common 

distributed ledger technology that enables organizations to build and run robust, 

industry-specific applications, platforms and hardware systems to support their 

individual business transactions. 

 

Atomic Swap – WorldTrx built-in atomic swap functionality for automatic 

execution on token stabilization contracts.  

 

Integration API – TACTICA WorldTRX ecosystem is easily accessed through the 

provided API. Any distributed application or existing ERP or SCM system can use the 

API to provide streamlined purchasing processes. The APIs follow well-established 

REST API guidelines and are published and available to the partner ecosystem. 

 
Official Token Purchase 

https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx 

  

https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx
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5. WTX TOKENS  
 

 

The WorldTRX Ecosystem is designed to enable its business participants & 

members to share data and transfer values with one another. Each enterprise will 

create their instance of the WTX Platform-powered Permissioned Business for 

their ecosystem of partners. The WTX token carries data,  enables critical 

functions that manage multiple levels of permissioning, and controls the 

propagation of data amongst the participants in the business network while 

providing full auditability across company boundaries. 

 

WorldTRX will mint an ERC20-compliant token that will be made available to 

users, partners and businesses. All details of the Token Distribution are 

specified in the Token Details section on Page 28. The WTX tokens will be 

deposited into ERC-20 compliant wallets on the Ethereum network within 2 

weeks after the close of the Token Purchase Event. 

 

 

 5.1 POTENTIAL USAGE OF WTX TOKENS  

 

The WorldTRX ecosystem will have a number of micro-services that business 

clients will use to transact within the ecosystem. The WTX token will be used for 

each invocation of a micro-service. Once an enterprise exhausts its supply of 

tokens, it can will need fresh ones to transact within WorldTRX ecosystem. 

 

❏ Supplier identification and matching 

❏ Sourcing Services 

❏ Auction Guarantees 

❏ Cross border micropayment       

❏ Buyer and suppliers transactions 

❏ Escrow 
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Supplier Identification and Matching - Enterprise buyers within TACTICA together 

with TACTICA partners view basic supplier information for free. Strategic buyers 

use WTX tokens to pay for extra information or value-added services supplier-

buyer marching. TACTICA WorldTRX will collect a minimum facilitation charges. 

 

eSourcing Services - Buyers and suppliers can make use of WTX tokens to pay 

for facilitation fee to participate in RFQ and reverse auction events. The price-

per-bid covered in WTX is relative to the estimated inquiry value. Using 

blockchain for through all steps of the process — proposals, quotes and bids — 

or auction, can offer greater efficiency and transparency. 

 

Auction Guarantees - WTX token can be used as a auction price guarantee. 

Suppliers are requested to use WTX token as auction deposit bond. Instead of 

transferring the fund to buyer company, Smart Contract mechanism is in place. 

The tokens are automatically returned back to suppliers according to pre-agreed 

rules. 

 

Cross-border Micropayment  - A micropayment refers to a financial transaction that 

involves a very small amount of money, buyers may need to pay for samples, courier 

services, etc. As these payments are too small and too costly to be feasible for processing 

through banking systems, they require a special and adapted type of system. WTX is well 

positioned for this type of payment transaction. 

 

eProcurement Services -  WorldTRX Blockchain platform powered with dApps to 

be implemented can drive greater efficiency in orchestrating and streamlining 

purchase orders, shipment details, trade documents, goods receipts, quality 

assurance documents, returns and accounting. Buyers and suppliers can make 

use of WTX tokens to pay for usage fee to send Purchase Orders and Invoices. 

Just like eSourcing services, WTX token is use as utility token. These utility 

tokens may also be called app tokens or app coins, primarily provide access to a 

product or service just as tokens may provide access to a game in a casino. 

 

 Escrow - To increase level of trust between buyers and supplier, buyers can 

make use of WTX tokens to lock them in a smart contract which acts as a 
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contractual agreement in which a third party receives or disburses the tokens 

dependent on conditions agreed to by the transacting parties. The amount of 

tokens locked in the escrow smart contract is relative to the estimated inquiry 

value and is decided by the buyer. 

 

Buyer and suppliers transactions - Eventually, when WTX token is well 

recognised and widely distributed, it can be used for common business 

transaction payments.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

As Enterprise clients are on-boarded and the volume of transactions grow, the 

need for the WTX token is expected to grow. Larger enterprise customers whose 

purchasing departments prefer to buy tokens directly WTX rather channel 

partners or exchanges would engage WorldTRX to buy Tokens on their behalf. 

WorldTRX may acquire Tokens from the exchange via a Token Acquisition 

program on behalf of larger enterprise customers. 
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 5.2 TOKEN DISTRIBUTION EVENT 
 

Token sale (crowd sale) will start in October 2018. We will start issuing WTX 

Tokens after the conclusion of the crowdsale. No tokens will be created before 

that time. Detailed instructions for participants will be published before the token 

sale. TACTICA WorldTRX will transfer the tokens to the buyer’s wallet address 

after the crowd sale event is done. 

 

 

Token Name WorldTRX 

Token Symbol WTX 

Total Supply 2,000,000,000 WTX 

Total Circulating Supply (TCS) 1,160,000,000 WTX (58%) 

Max. Allocation for Crowd Sale 300,000,000 WTX (15%) 

Max. Crowd Sale/TCS Ratio 25.86% 

Public Sale Date 24th October 2018 1:00 PM GMT 

Sale Close Date 8th December 2018 11:30 PM GMT or upon 
hard cap reached, whenever earlier 

Form of Payment Accepting Ether (ETH) as the form of 

payment. Minimum contribution is 0.25 ETH. 

Rate 1 ETH = 4,000 WTX 

Soft Cap 5,000 ETH 
(This is our minimum goal. If the amount is not 

reached, we will refund all ETH contributed.) 

Hard Cap 60,000 ETH  
(This is the maximum amount in WTX Tokens 

we’re looking to sell.) 

Unsold Tokens Any unsold WTX allocated to the public 

market supply will be allocated to the 

Liquidity pool after the distribution event. 
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A finite amount of up to 300,000,000 WorldTRX tokens (WTX) will be released at the 

time of the WTX crowd sale event. At a rate of ETH/USD of 300, the soft cap target for 

the crowd sale events is set to 1.5 million USD Ether equivalent. The hard cap is set at 

60,000 ETH. The initial value of a single WTX token is set at 0.075 USD at the captioned 

ETH/USD rate. 

 

In additional, an automatic selling contract will be available in Q1 2019 and WTX tokens 

can be exchanged for ETH, which buyers will be able to do by transferring ETH from 

their wallet to the official WorldTRX exchange contract address posted on the 

worldtrx.net website in exchange of WTX token from the liquidity pool.  

 

For updated information about bonus scheme, please visit WorldTRX wensite 

Https://www.WorldTRX.net 

 

5.3 TOKEN DETAILS 

 

There is a total supply of 2,000,000,000 tokens WorldTRX (WTX). 

 

❏ 15% to token sale offered to the public (current and new TACTICA platform 

users and early adopters of the WorldTRX solutions) 

❏ 25% to Liquidity Pool for increasing demand throughout the development and 

acceptance of WorldTRX ecosystem.  

❏ 42% to Stabilizer Reserve for special stabilizing activities. 

❏ 6% to Strategic Partnership Adoption Pool for long-term community building 

and adoption of the WorldTRX Smart Contract Protocol through partner 

supply chain procurement networks and other partnerships based on WTX 

token acceptance. The WTX within this pool will be allocated to potential 

partners within WorldTRX ecosystem who will adopt and implement the usage 

of WorldTRX to their network of users. 

❏ 12% to Founding Team and Bounty - Executive Team, Advisors and Early 

Contributors. 

 

https://www.worldtrx.net/
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5.4 USE OF FUNDS 
 

TACTICA WORLDTRX expected use of proceeds is dependent on the soft-cap of 

Ethereum (ETH) raised during our token distribution event. Token purchase 

contributions through the token purchase will be utilized for continued product & 

development, to run the operations, for marketing, purchases & customer 

adoption success and for legal and administrative expenses that WorldTRX will 

incur in the course of business. The token contributions will be utilized as follows: 

 

❏ 42% for Application Development – All phases development - 

Decentralized Applications and Smart Contracts for Payment, Hyperledger 

and A.I Smart Matching 

❏ 25% for Marketing and Business Development - Marketing efforts include 

expanding awareness and adoption of the platform while enhancing 

engagement with current users. These funds will be directed at third-party 

providers offering marketing, PR, partnerships, and affiliates 
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❏ 8% for Administration and Operational Expenses - Consists of human 

resources, office administration, accounting and other associated 

administration costs 

❏ 8% for Security and Technology Research - Continuous enhancement and 

advisory for the security of the entire ecosystem. 

❏ 7% as Reserve - This is a set aside for unforeseen costs 

❏ 5% for Legal & Compliance - Legal efforts include incorporation, regulation, 

compliance and ongoing operation 

❏ 5% for ICO fee - Allocated to ICO related fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 TOKEN PURCHASE  

 

○ WorldTRX token (WTX) could be purchased in the following ways: 

 

○ Crowdsale event - All interested individuals will be able to participate in the 

public Crowdsale at https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx 

Discount is offered to earlier backers. The event is to be started on 24 Oct 

2018 and ended on 8 Dec 2018, or earlier upon the hard cap is reached. 
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○ Ethereum-based token Decentralized Exchange (DEX) - token could be 

traded freely at publicly available Ethereum-based token DEX in Q1 2019. 

The trading pair would be limited to ETH/WTX. 

 

○ Trading Smart Contract developed by TACTICA WorldTRX Inc. which is 

expected available in Q1 2019. 

 

○ Major Crypto Exchange in Q1 2019. 

 

 

5.6 KYC  

 

The WTX tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well as can not be 

resold or otherwise alienated by their holders to citizens of, natural and legal 

persons, having their habitual residence, location or their seat of incorporation in 

the country or territory where transactions with digital coins are prohibited or in 

any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations, or will become so 

prohibited or restricted at any time after this Agreement becomes effective 

("Restricted Persons"). 

 

We do not accept participation from the Restricted Persons and reserve the right 

to refuse or cancel the WTX Token purchase requests at any time at our sole 

discretion when the information provided by the purchasers within the KYC 

procedure is not sufficient, inaccurate or misleading, or the purchaser is deemed 

to be a Restricted Person. 

 

As for the purpose of KYC (“know your client/customer/counterparty”) and AML 

(“anti-money laundering”), we may request Investor to provide information 

additional to Personal Information such as date of birth, scanned copy of a valid 

government-issued passport or ID number, information about the used 

cryptocurrency addresses and other information (collectively “Investor 

Information”). Investor Information is required to be collected only for the Token 

Sale Event only and may be collected by us or by our engaging KYC/AML 

external provider. We are currently engaging KICKICO via their platform, 

kickico.com as our KYC/AML provider.  
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 Official Token Purchase 

 https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx 

  

https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx
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WE ARE IN THE RIGHT MARKET 

 

AT THE RIGHT TIME 

 

WITH AN EXPERIENCED TEAM 
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6. WORLDTRX 

DIFFERENTIATIONS 
 

 

Why choose WorldTRX? We are not a new entrant, but a well-established 

strategic sourcing and eProcurement platform provider for more than 13 years.  

 

6.1 WHY TACTICA WORLDTRX? 

 

Below are some of the highlights: 

 

 

 
  

 

❏ Tactica has built a platform allowing buyers and suppliers to participate in 

frictionless business negotiations and business transactions.  

❏ The current user base allowing WorldTRX to start at a very solid foundation. 

We are now building a platform to be further decentralized by utilizing 

blockchain technology. It will gain benefits to users by embedding benefit of 

smart contract and cryptocurrency. It helps to build a sized community in a 

short period of time. In return, the products will bring several benefits to 

existing player. 

❏ We will continue to identify additional business partnership help us expand 

WorldTRX ecosystems. 
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❏ D. Over the years, we have work with some world reputable brands. 
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6.2 FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES AND STABLE-VALUE CURRENCIES 

 

WorldTRX is for real business use. To protect the participators interests from 

possible token fluctuation, WorldTRX introduces an innovative component, Token 

Stabilizer, as one of the core sub-systems. Token Stabilizer is a set of Smart 

Contracts to “stable” the value of the token value against fiat currency such as 

USD. This is similar to hedging operations in current business operations but is 

far more less risk to the participators (buyer and suppliers). It provides an option 

between hedging and insurance to allow the participators (buyers and suppliers) 

to lock the value of their certain amount of token against fiat value at a fully 

automated and governed by Smart Contracts.  

 

The implementation of stabilizer is to ensure a stable environment when doing 

procurement business and not for the purpose of cryptocurrency trading. 

Therefore, the function is only available via our partnered platform providers, or 

when doing procurement business via the dApps (decentralized applications) to 

be developed in 2019.  
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Stabilizer will create Smart Contract with terms and conditions sent via API. The 

value to fiat currency is locked against spot price. Upon to the mutuality, the Smart 

Contract will release back the token at the locked value to the participator. While all 

transactions are visible to public, the details and audit logs are stored separately into 

the Hyperledger database.  
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WE ALREADY HAVE 

 

THE EXISTING MARKETPLACE THAT WILL  

 

EXPAND INTO COMPLEX MULTI-PARTY 

 

SUPPLY CHAIN 
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7. ROADMAP 
 

 

Conceptual planning for the secure and trusted eCommerce ecosystem 

WorldTRX began in December 2017. Currently, it is our target to complete token 

integration soon after the end of WTX Token Distribution Event and completion of 

advance enterprise business dApps by end of 2019.  

 

WorldTRX is based on TACTICA 2 flagship online solutions TacticSource and 

TacticBuy. Both platforms are market-proven e-procurement platform that helps 

buyers and sellers achieve cost-savings by automating purchases of non-

strategic and low sourcing priority items. We should be able shorten the 

implementation time required, since we already have some proven technologies 

and core functions in hands. 

 

TACTICA WorldTRX is committed to the long-term success by building an trusted 

eCommerce ecosystem for large enterprises and mid-size companies. Another 

critical success factor is engaging existing eCommerce communities and 

business partners.  

 

 

7.1 MILESTONES 

 

The project was initiated in 2017 by our founders from the discussion of business 

problems and how to apply technology for resolutions. 

 

In 2018, Tactica actively communicate with its partner networks to promote the concept 

and solutions. It has been agreed by most of the partner networks within the consortium. 

 

In mid-2018, an official project and ICO proposed and the public crowdsale of token is 

launched in late 2018. The token is to be listed within a month upon the successful ICO 

event. 

 

Development of Token Stabilizer micro-services and core functions including the APIs 

will be started immediately in the following quarter. 

 

In early 2019, the first stage of WorldTRX will be introduced and integrated with 

WorldTRX partners. Marketing events in parallel. 
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In mid-2019, blockchain-based HyperLedger solution for partners will be launched. 

Decentralized application (dApp) development starts. 

 

In late 2019, A.I. function will be launched and more integrations starts. WorldTRX 

official launched. 

 

 
 * The roadmap is subject to changes during development and regulations affecting blockchain technology and 

utility token economics. Dependent on the soft cap raised during the initial token issuance to early adopters and 

any regulatory changes to the utility token economies, the roadmap is subject to re-prioritization.  
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SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE 

 

DO ALL THE THINGS THAT 

 

UNSUCCESSFUL PEOPLE 

 

DON’T WANT TO DO 
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8. THE TEAM 
  

 

8.1 FOUNDING TEAM 

 

 

Chee Wee Loke – Co-founder and CEO  
Chee Wee is successful sourcing and procurement executive that co-founded Tactica (Asia) 

Limited that provide strategic sourcing services to MNCs in Asia since 2004. Chee Wee built 

teams that provide strategic sourcing services for many Fortune 500 companies who are actively 

sourcing in Asian countries such as China. We have delivered services to users in countries 

including China, Australia, Japan, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Korea, India, 

Indonesia, etc.  

 

Prior to co-founded TACTICA, Chee Wee worked in General Electric, and a few leading IT 

consulting firms. Chee Wee also played critical role in developing eProcurement solution for 

Malaysian Government. With a Master degree in Information Processing and Artificial Intelligence, 

Chee Wee will also be tasked to build team that develop the Artificial Intelligence components. 

 

 

Morris Yuen – Co-founder and CTO  
Morris has over 20-year of experience in I.T., covering a wide range of area like infrastructure, 

development, automation, solutions, security and project management. He is an expert in system 

architecture. 

  

With a solid fundamental skill in lot of computer languages, e.g. C++, Angular, Ionic, Javascript, 

web3.js, asp, php, Solidity and GoLang, mixing with his exposures across different industries 

including global sourcing, logistics, manufacturing and technology solutions, he had developed a 

firmed capability in architect business solution.  

  

Morris processed a MBA degree and is enthusiastic in Blockchain technology, focusing to Smart 

Contract and Hyperledger applications. He has an in-depth study in Ethereum Smart Contract and 

Hyperledger Fabric chain code and visionary in develop a true decentralized platform which serves 

public in a highly automated manner. Governance is done by Smart Contract and middleman is 

eliminated. 

 

 

Sammy Lee – COO 
Sammy have more than 13 years of experience in strategic sourcing and supply chain 

management, with a proven track record in supplier identification and assessment, total cost 

analysis, and the implementation of solutions for sourcing and procurement automation. 

 

Sammy have provided strategic sourcing training and services to many Fortune 500 and Global 

1000 companies in Asia including Trane, Cooper, HaviGS, Google, American Standard, Thomas 

Reuters, AllianceBernstein, Thermofisher, Nippon Sheet Glass, Exel (now DHL) and Alcoa etc. I 

am also a frequent speaker on supply chain management and strategic sourcing and have been 

invited by many associations including China Supply Chain Council, Hong Kong general Chamber 

of Commerce, University of Hong Kong, Institute of Supply Management etc to deliver speeches 

and training courses on various supply chain topics. 

 

 

Ricky Kwok – Lead in Interface Development 
Ricky is expert in Enterprise Resources Planning, or ERP systems. He is conversant in interface 

development for electronic data interexchange within systems. He works with our partners in 

developing Application Program Interfaces for connecting with other platforms. 
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Daniel Cheung – Lead in Blockchain Infrastructure  
Daniel has very experience in managing I.T infrastructure, operation and support. He is also 

passionate in blockchain and Hyperledger technology. 

 

 

Taky Hau – Lead in Atomic Swap Interface 
Taky is an expert in managing large-scale infrastructure, which would provide a solid foundation in 

building the ecosystem. He is also a solidity developer, with capability in UI programming in web.js 

and react. He is focusing on the atomic swap implementation. 

 

 

Andrew Yu – Lead, IoT and Logistics Solution 
Andrew has very solid experience in Track and trace solution in Supply Chain Logistic, with 

utilizing IoT and RFID technology. He is familiar with EPCIS and was working closing with the 

CCIC South China Traceability Technology Services Co, Ltd and China Importers. He is also an 

expert in ERP integration and implementation. Combined with his passionate in Solidity 

development, he will bring in innovated implementation on blockchain and IoT technology for the 

Worldtrix Ecosystem. 

 

 

Kitty Lee – Officer, Corporate Communications 
Kitty was major in English and Communications. She is expert in public relationship and corporate 

communications. She is partnering with all other departments and responsible for all editorials, 

communications, press and public relationship. 

 

 

May Zou – Senior Marketing Executive 
With a degree in Marketing, May has accumulated  years of experience in international marketing 

activities. She is assisting management in formulating marketing strategy and responsible for all 

marketing  and promotion events for the corporation.  

 

 

 

8.2 ADVISORS 

 

 

Dr. Martin Lockstrom 
With a PhD in Operations Management from European Business School, skilled in financial 

engineering, operations and international business. Currently, Dr. Martin is the Director China at 

XU Exponential University. He is also the founder and director of a business consulting company 

and an investment company in China. 

 

 

 

Dr. Ghazie Ismail 
Dr. Ghazie was Assistant Vice Chancellor of UTeM. Tasked to ensure that UTeM is closer to the 

industry through the CEO Roundtable, joint partnership with industry and facilitate the acquisition 

of the Cubic Building which currently housed the Faculty of Engineering Technology and Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering in UTeM. 

 

 

 

Dr. Richard Wilson 
Consulting in advanced sourcing and teaching at in a leading university in Carnegie Mellon and 

University of Pittsburgh. Dr. WIlson was the CEO of CombineNet, led company through sale to 

SciQuest in September, 2013. CombineNet provided proven solutions for increasing spend under 

management and improving enterprise spend insights. 
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Mark Miller 
Mark Millar provides value for clients with knowledgeable insights and that help them make better 

informed business decisions about their supply chain and business development strategies for 

Asia. Mark’s commitment, passion and active industry participation have seen him recognised as 

one of “Asia’s Top 50 Influencers in Supply Chain and Logistics”, one of the “China Supply Chain 

Top 20” and in the USA 2017 listing of “Top Pros-to-Know in Supply Chain”. 

 

 

 

Philip Lai 
Provided Management advisory to prospective IT and HR corporate leaders in Bank, Insurance, 

Garment, and Retail to build 2018 Strategic and Digital Transformation project pipelines for 

leaders in management and agile consultancy, training providers and FinTech startups.  

 

 

Daniel Hodgson 
CEO and Director of VIVO group. Danial provides strategic procurement and sourcing consulting 

services for multiple industries across major markets in South America. Daniel gained more than 

16 years experience with electronic procurement and e-sourcing. 

 

 

Jay Davis 
Jay was Vice President at HP for more than 18 years. He held numerous individual performer and 

leadership positions in Sales and Operations throughout the United States and Asia.  Deep 

functional skills in strategy, go-to-market execution, sales transformation, consultative selling, 

sales and account management, post-merger integration, program/change management, 

leadership development and executive coaching. 

 

 

Bob Desantis 
Member Board Of Directors at BSQUARE.  Executive level leadership experience bolstered by 

strong communication and analytical skills. Broad background also includes involvement in 

acquisitions, divestitures, rapid growth, downsizing, and IPO. 

 

 

Jeremie Leclerc 
Manage the development of a SAAS platform for CPAs, lawyers and other local professionals to 

incorporate companies. Study the local legislation for corporate services, implement functions in 

the platform using Ajax,SQL,PHP. In charge of the recruitment and management of new 

programmers. 

 

 

KK Chin 
Owner of Richdad Wealth Management for 13 years in Malaysia. Mr. Chin earned more than 20 

years of experience in financial industry from insurance, unit trust, personal financial planning, 

corporate equity funding etc. Its mission is to help SME to be able to capitalise their value and also 

help investors to have good projects to invest in. 

 

 

Yannick Feder 
Headed up new purchasing divisions with up to 85 employees driving $500 million in purchases for 

up to 12 operating plants.  Thorough knowledge and experience in the implementation of 

purchasing best practices and lean methodologies. Strong planning, project management, 

communications, and problem solving skills. 

 

 

Suhaimi Tahir 
A competent program/project manager management consultant and IT professional who cares 

about sustainable development for the community and the environment. Currently, Suhaimi is the 

Managing Director of SmartSel, An ICT company tasked to develop and establish the key digital 

infrastructure, platforms, applications and services that will accelerate the digital transformation of 

the Selangor state and its industries. 
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Brian To 
Brian is serving as a senior I.T executive in several industries. He is a pioneer in technology and 

has in-depth knowledge in Blockchain and Crypto. He provides us a very valuable advise on stable 

coins. 

 

 

Leo Yao 
Leo is in the technology industry for more than 20 years. As a top management of a solution integration with 

business covers Hong Kong and APAC, he provides a lot of insight on the enterprise solution strategy. 

 

 

John Gao 
John is serving as a senior IT executive in product engineering of a technology sector. He was having focus 

on feasibility of application of HyperLedger Fabric when it was first introduced. 
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9. CONTACTS 
 

General queries:  

ico@worldtrx.net 

 

Potential supporters:  

info@worldtrx.net 

 

Media & Press 

media@worldtrx.net 

 

TACTICA WorldTRX Website:  

https://www.worldtrx.net/ 

 

Address: 

Wickhams Cay II, Road Town, Tortola, VG1110, British Virgin Islands  

 

 

  
 Official Token Purchase 

 https://www.kickico.com/campaigns/71650/worldtrx 
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